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(M, £, f5)-MINIMAL CURVE REGULARITY

FRANK MORGAN

(Communicated by Peter Li)

Abstract.  (M, cr°, <5)-minimal sets are embedded C 'a/2 curves meeting in

threes at 120° angles.

1. INTRODUCTION

(M, £, (5)-minimal sets model physical surfaces minimizing area subject to

constraints. For example, soap bubble clusters tend to minimize the area re-

quired to enclose and separate given volumes of air (see Figure 1.1 on the next

page). M stands for "mass" or area. The effect of the constraints goes to 0 at

a rate specified by the function £, typically e(r) = cr°, 0 < a < 1, at a scale

r <8. By definition, a /c-dimensional (M, £, <5)-set 5 in R" , inside a ball of

diameter r <8 , roughly satisfies

area(S)<(l + e(r)) area(S')

for any Lipschitz deformation S' of S, which need not respect the constraint.

(See 2.1 for a complete definition.)
Almgren [A] (cf. [Ml, 11.3]) introduced m-dimensional (M, £, 5)-minimal

sets and for m > 2 proved them regular almost everywhere [A, IV. 13(6) and

IV.3(1)]. Taylor [T] showed that two-dimensional (M, cr°, f5)-minimal sets

have precisely the singularities which long had been observed in soap bubble

clusters. Taylor's basic methods do not work for m = 1; in particular, the
proof of [T, Proposition IV.2, Part (2), p. 525] yields a summable geometric

series only if m>2.
This paper fills in the missing regularity for one-dimensional (M, cra, 8)-

minimal sets. Theorem 3.8 proves that they consist of C1 >al2 curves meeting in

threes at equal 120° angles at isolated points. The proof illustrates the standard
regularity theory, simplified by arguments special to the one-dimensional case.

Examples of (M, cr, r5)-minimal curves include planar soap bubbles which

provide the least-perimeter way to enclose and separate prescribed areas. The
difficulty in proving their (M, cr, r5)-minimality is that small Lipschitz defor-

mations distort areas, which must then be carefully adjusted elsewhere. Actually
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Figure 1.1. Soap bubble clusters tend to minimize the

area required to enclose and separate given volumes of

air. (Drawings by Jim Bredt from [M4].)

once this adjustment is accomplished, regularity follows quickly without need-

ing (M, cr, f5)-minimality. See [M2].

2.   (M, £ , <5)-MINIMAL SETS

2.1. Definition ([A, III. 1, II.l], cf. [Ml, 11.3]). Let B be a closed subset of
R" . Fix 8, c, a > 0. A nonempty, bounded subset S cRn - B of finite Tri-

dimensional Hausdorff measure is (M, cr", 8)-minimal if S = spt(^m [S)-B

and

JTm(S DW)<(1+ craWm(cp(S n W))

whenever

(a) cp: R" -» R" is lipschitzian,
(b) W = Rnr\{z: cp(z)^z),

(c) diam(W u <p(W)) = r < 8 ,
(d) dist(W u cp(W), B) > 0.
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Figure 2.2. If the angle between vectors i>, and v} is

less than 120°, the network can be shortened by pinch-

ing them together.

The following proposition gives some of the standard properties of

(M, cra, <5)-minimal sets.

2.2.   Proposition. Let B  be a closed subset of R".   Fix 8, c, a > 0.   Let
S c R" be (M, cra, 8)-minimal, p eS.

(1) Rectifiability [A, 11.3(9)]. S is (#"" , m)-rectifiable.
(2) Monotonicity [T, II. 1]. For 0 < r < min{<5/2, dist(p, B)},

r-mjrm(SnBn(p,r))emcra/a

is monotonically nondecreasing.
(3) Tangent cones [T, II.2]. S has a weak tangent cone C at p, with

density Q(C, 0) = &(S, p), which is (M, 0, oo)-minimal. For m - I,
C is either a straight line or three rays meeting at equal 120° angles.

(4) Lower mass bound. For 0 < r < min{r5/2, dist(p, B)}, if m = 1,

JTl(SDB"(p, r)) >2re~cra/a.

Proof. (1) is proved in [A, 11.3(9)]. (2) and the first sentence of (3) are proved
in [T, II. 1 and II.2]. For m = 1, the characterization of C has the following
easy standard proof. C consists of k unit vectors vx, ..., vk . By minimality,
k>2, and if k = 2, C is a straight line.

Suppose k > 3. As a small multiple tu of any unit vector u is added and

the tails of any two vectors Vj, Vj are moved to the head of tu as in Figure

2.2, the rate of change of length must be nonnegative, that is,

1 - Vj • u - Vj■ • u > 0,

so that \Vj + Vj\ < 1, i.e., 1 > \vt + Vj\2 -2 + 2vt • Vj, and vt - Vj < -\ , i.e.,
the angle between Vj and Vj is at least 120°. Hence C is three rays meeting

at 120°.
To prove (4), note that by (3) and (2)

1 <e(S,p) = lim(2s)-xJrx(SnBn(p,s))

<(2r)-xJrx(SnB"(p,r))ecra'a.
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The following lemma is very handy for showing the (M, cf, <$)-minimality

of sets that arise as solutions to variational problems.

2.3. Lemma (cf. [M3, Lemma 2.5]). The condition in the definition of an
(M, cra, 8)-minimal set S that S = spt(^m [S) - B may be replaced by

the condition that S be rectifiable (technically (%?m, m)-rectifiable and %?m-

measurable as in [Ml, 3.10]), with the understanding that S may be altered on

a set of ^m measure 0.

Proof. The proof is exactly as for (M, 0, r5)-minimal sets in [M3, Lemma 2.5],

using monotonicity 2.2(2). The proof of monotonicity in [T, II. 1] uses rectifia-
bility but does not require that S = spt(^m [S) - B or that S be closed.

3. Regularity of (M, cr01, <5)-minimal curves

The hard part of establishing the main regularity Theorem 3.8 is proving
that the (M, cr°, <J)-minimal set is a smooth curve at all points of density one

(Corollary 3.7). The analysis begins by characterizing in very general contexts

minimal networks connecting three points (3.1 and 3.2).

The following proposition provides the familiar shortest networks connecting

three given points in R2 in the general context of sets rather than curves, using

the method of [LM, 1.1].

3.1. Proposition. Consider a triangle in R2 with largest angle 6. There is a

unique smallest subset S of the triangular region that separates its sides, in the
sense that any curve inside the triangle from one side to another intersects S,

namely:

(a) if 6 > 120°, the T" consisting of the two shortest sides of the triangle;
(b) if 8 < 120°, the "Yn consisting of segments from the three vertices

meeting at 120°.

(By "unique smallest" we mean any other S' satisfies either %?X(S') > %*X(S),

or ^X(S')=^X(S) and S'd S.)

Proof. Assume #"(S) < *l(V) if 0 > 120° and %*X(S) < %?X(Y) if d <
120° . Label the vertices of the triangle /?, so that Pip2 > p2Ps > p^Pi. We
may assume that the vertices lie on the unit circle S'(0, 1). Let Ci, C2, C3
denote the oriented open arcs of the circle from p3 to pi , from pi to p2 , and

from p2 to p-i.
Let Ri be the component of B2(0, I) — S containing Ci; let R2 be the

component of B2(0, 1) - 5 containing C2 ; let R3 be B2(0, l)-S-Rx-R2.
Since the topological boundary

BdryR/CS^O, 1)US

has finite %?x measure, it follows from [F, 4.5.12 and 2.10.6] that the cur-

rent boundary T, = <9(E2|R,) is representable by integration. Hence by the
Gauss-Green-Federer Theorem ([M, 12.2] or [F,4.5.6]), at almost every point in

the essential boundary there is an "exterior normal". It follows that there are
oriented rectifiable curves Ci, C2, C3 (of multiplicity one almost everywhere)

such that the oriented essential boundary of Ri is yi + Ci — y2, of R2 is
72 + C2 - y3, and of R3 is y3 + C3 - yi , as in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Rectifiable curves 7, separate the regions

R,. «i, n2 are the unit normals to the segments of V
or Y to px and p2 , the end points of the longest side

of triangle pxp2p?,.

Let nx be the oriented unit normal to the segment of V or Y to px; let

«2 be the oriented unit normal to the segment of V or Y to p2. Note that in

case (a), when 6 > 120° , \nx + n2\ < 1; in case (b), when 6 < 120° , -nx - n2

is the oriented unit normal to the segment of Y to p3. Now

^l(7i)+^(Y2)+^l(73)

> Flux of nx thru y\+ Flux of n2 thru 72+ Flux of (-«i - n2) thru y3

= Flux of «i + «2 thru C1-I- Flux of n2 thru C2.

The inequality holds because the three vector fields have length at most one.

The equality holds by the divergence theorem applied to the R,. The fixed sum

is a constant independent of S.
In case (a), when 6 > 120° and |«i + n2\ < 1, equality holds if and only

if y3 is absent and «i, n2 are normal to y\, y2 ; i.e., |J y,■■ = V . In case (b),
when 6 = 120° and -ni -n2 is the oriented unit normal to the third segment

of Y, equality holds if and only if ni, n2, -«i - n2 are normal to 71, y2, y3;

i.e., \j7i = Y.
Since S D UBdryR, D \J yt, it follows that V or Y is the unique smallest

subset separating the sides of the triangle.

The following proposition certifies the familiar shortest network connecting

three given points in R" as uniquely minimizing in the context of (M. cr", 8)-

minimal sets.
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Figure 3.2.   P denotes projection onto R2 followed
by projection onto the triangular region.

3.2. Proposition. Fix c, a, 8 > 0. Let B = {px, p2, /?3} be the vertices of a

triangle in the open 8-ball U2(0, r5) c R2 c R" , with largest angle 6. There is

a unique smallest (M, cr°, 8)-minimal set in U"(0, 8) with closure containing

B, namely:

(a) if 6 > 120° , the two shortest sides of the triangle, called V;

(b) if 9 < 120° , segments from three vertices meeting at 120°, called Y.

(Here by "unique smallest" we mean any other such (M, cr", 8)-minimal set S

has larger one-dimensional Hausdorff measure.)

Proof. Let S be (M, cr°, <5)-minimal with respect to B. Let P denote or-
thogonal projection of R" onto R2, followed by projection onto the triangular
region by orthogonal projection of much of the exterior onto the sides and
mapping the rest of the exterior onto the vertices, as in Figure 3.2.

First of all note that ^X(P(S)) < %fx(S). Second we claim that P(S) sep-
arates the sides of the triangle, in the sense that any curve inside the triangle
from one side to another must intersect P(S). Otherwise such a curve would

isolate one vertex p, and a portion of P(S). Its inverse image under the pro-

jections would isolate a corresponding portion of S, which could be deformed

to Pi, reducing its ^'-measure from something positive to 0 and contradicting
(M, cra, <5)-minimality.

By Proposition 3.1, *l(V)< ^X(P(S)) <%fx(S) if 6 > 120° , and XX(Y)
<^X(P(S))<^X(S) if 6< 120°.

Finally we prove uniqueness. First consider the case 6 > 120°. Suppose

MT\V)= %*X(P(S)) = X\S), and hence V C P(S) by Proposition 3.1.
We claim that P is injective on S. Suppose P(sx) = P(s2) = p. Then,

for small £, S n B(si, £) and S O B(s2, e) are disjoint and both map into
P(S) n B(p, e), which has length 2£ . Since by monotonicity (2.2(4))

JTl(SnB(Si,e)) > 2ee-cs"/a > 1.56

for small e, it follows that %?X(S) > %*X(P(S)), the desired contradiction.
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P\ <?1 P2

Figure 3.3. The distance h from p3 to the line pip2
satisfies h < qxq + qp-$ < 2^fcax+al2.

We may assume that V consists of the two line segments pjp^ and JJ2P3 • Let

Sx = {xe Si: P(x) e pjpi~} . Then J?X(SX) = p3px. For any q e Sx, Sx - q is
(M, cra, r5)-minimal with respect to Bx = {px, /?3, q} . By the portion of this

Proposition 3.2 already proved, if q <£ pjpt, ^X(SX) > Pipx—a contradiction.

Therefore, Si C pjp^ • Similarly, S2 = {x e S, : P(x) e PiPi} C Pipi. We
conclude that S = V .
__Second consider the case 6 < 120°. Y consists of line segments 0px, 0p2,

0p3. Let Si = {x e S : P(x) e 0px}. Then ^X(SX) = 0px . For any q e Sx ,
Si - q is (M, cra, <5)-minimal with respect to Ri = {pi, P~x(0), q). By the

portion of this Proposition 3.2 already proved, if R~'(0) ^ 0 or if q g 0j?i,

%*l(S\) > Op 1—a contradiction. We conclude S = Y .

The next three lemmas estimate the curving of (M, cr", <5)-minimal sets and

lead to smooth regularity at points of density 1 (Corollary 3.7).

3.3. Lemma. Fix 8,c,a > 0. Suppose a <8 and <W2 < l/l2y/c. Let
B = {pi, Pi) be two distinct points. Let S c B"(0, a) be an (M, cra, 8)-

minimal set. Suppose px , p2, P3 lie in the closure of S. Then the distance h
from p-} to the line pxp2 satisfies h < 3y/cax+a/2.

Proof. Since S is (M, cra, r5)-minimal,

(1) JTx(S)<(l + caa)PiP2.

On the other hand, by 3.2, there is a point q e B(0, a) (the vertex of the V or

Y) such that

(2) ^\S)>YPiQ-

Let qx  be the orthogonal projection of q onto the line pxp2, so that h <

Q\Q + qpz ■ See Figure 3.3.
By (1) and (2),

YPiq - (* + ca°)PiP^ ^ P\P* + <uaPiP2 < PiQ\ + Q1P2 + 2cax+a.

Since p2q > qxp2,

P\Q+PzQ <P\Q\ +2cax+a,       Pt,Q + (PiQ - P\Q\) <2cax+a.

Hence p-iq < 2cax+a, (piq -PiQi) < 2cax+a , and

(QxQ? = (Pi1-PiQi)(piq+Piqi) < (2cax+a)(4a) < 8ca2+Q.
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Therefore,

h < qxq+pyq < VScax+a/2 + 2cax+a < 3Vcax+a/2

by the initial hypothesis on aa/2 .

3.4. Lemma. Fix 8,c,a > 0.   Suppose a < 8 and a0,12 < l/48v/c-   Let
B = {Pi ,Pi) C S"~x(0, a) be two distinct points.  Let S c B"(0, a)  be an
(M, cr°, 8)-minimal set containing the origin 0.   If p e S and \p\ > a/4,

then the angle 6 between the lines Op and Opi satisfies 6 < 26y/caa/2.   If
%*X(S)< \ae-ca"'a, then, for any p e S,

6 < 26Vcaa'2/(I -(\)al1).

Proof. By Lemma 3.3, 0 and p are both within 3y/cax+al2 of the line pip2 .
Hence,

sin0 < 6y/cax+a/2/\p\ < 24y/caa'2 < \

and
6< § sin0<26v/caQ/2.

Finally suppose %7X(S)eca°la < \a. By monotonicity 2.1(2), for all 0 < a! <

a, %fx(S\B(0, a')) < \a!. By the minimality of S, for all 0 < a' < a, the

sphere Sn-1(0, a') intersects S in at least two points. First taking a' = a/2

yields an a2, a'/2 < a2 <a', such that Sn_1 (0, a') intersects S in exactly two

points. Continuing yields a sequence ai = a, a2, ... , am such that S"_1 (0, a,)
intersects S in exactly two points,

at/4 < c,+i < a,-/2   and   am/4 < \p\ < am.

Applying the first part of this Lemma 3.4 m times yields that the angle 8
between p and pi or p2 satisfies

m oo

6 < Y26^af2 < 26Vc~aa!2Y(l/2Ya/2
i=i i-i

<26y/caa/2/(l-(l/2)a/2).

3.5. Lemma. Fix 8, c, a > 0. Let B be a closed subset of Rn. Let S be
(M, cr°, 8)-minimal. Suppose a < 8 and aal2 < 1/48-y/c. Let qi,q2, q-$ be

points of S with q2, Qi e B(qx, \a). Suppose B(qi, a) is disjoint from B and

satisfies
J^x(SnB(qi,a))<%ae-ca°/a.

Then the angle 6 between the lines qxq2 and qiq-i satisfies 6 < ciaal2, where

ci = 52^/(1 -(i)*/2).

Proof. By the minimality of Si for all r < a, the sphere S"_1(<7i, r) intersects

S in at least two points. Hence, for some \a<a'<a, S"-1(<7i, a) intersects
S in exactly two points, namely, B' = {pi, p2} . S' = S n B(<?i, a') - B' is

(M, cf, <5>minimal with respect to B'. By monotonicity 2.1(2), ^X(S') <

fa'. By Lemma 3.4, the angle between the lines qiPi and qiq2 and the angle

between the lines q^i and Oi03 are each at most 26y/c(a')al2/(l - (j)q/2).
Therefore,

6 < 52Vcaa/2/(l - (\)al2) < ciaa/2.
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3.6. Proposition. Fix 8, c, a > 0. Let B be a closed subset of Rn . Let S be
(M, cra, 8)-minimal. Suppose ecA°la < 1.05, B(px ,A)\~\B = z, and

J?x(B(pi, A) C\S)< 2.1 A.

Suppose 0 < a < min{r5, .4/22}, aa/2 < 1/48-y/c, and p2,Pi,p*e B(pi, \a).

Then the angle 8 between the lines pip2 and pip4 satisfies 8 < c2aa/2, where

c2 = 104v/c/(l-(i)Q/2).

Proof. By monotonicity 2.1(2),

X'(SnB(pi, a)) < 2.laecAala < 2.5ae~caa'a.

By Lemma 3.5, the angle between the lines pip2 and pxp-$ is at most Ciaal2.

To estimate %?x(S n B(p3, a)), note that

/'(5n B(p3 ,A-a))<J^x(Sn B(pi ,A))<2.1A< 2.2(A - a)

because a < A/22 . By monotonicity,

^x(SnB(Pi,a)) < 2.2aecA°la < 2.5ae~cAa'a.

By Lemma 3.5, the angle between the lines pxp-$ and p^p* is at most Ciaal2 .
Therefore, 8 < 2ciaa/2 = c2aa>2.

3.7. Corollary. A one-dimensional (M, cra, 8)-minimal set in Rn is a Cx>a/2

curve at all points of density one (with a uniform Holder constant).

The following theorem is the main result of this paper.

3.8. Regularity Theorem. Fix 8, c, a > 0. Let B be a closed subset of R" .

Let S be a one-dimensional (M, cf, 8)-minimal set with respect to B. Then

S consists of Cx'a/2 curves, with Holder constant at most 104-^/3/(1 - (\)al2),

meeting in threes at equal 120° angles at isolated points.

Proof. Let Xq e S. If a weak tangent cone C to S at Xq is a line and

6(S, xo) = 1, then by Corollary 3.7, S is a Cx-af2 curve at x0 with the

Holder constant asserted. Otherwise by 2.2(3), a weak tangent cone C to S at

xo consists of three rays meeting at 120° and 8(S, xq) = \ . For convenience
we assume xo = 0.

We claim that 0(S, x) = 1 in a deleted neighborhood of 0. Otherwise

there is a sequence x,■ -► 0 in S - {0} with 8(S,x,) - \. By taking
a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the homothetic expansions

Si = p(l/\Xj\)(S n B(0, 2\xj\)) converge weakly to the three planar vectors

2, 2e2"'/3, 2e?4"'/3. By monotonicity 2.2(4), the point X//|x,| must be close to

lying on one of these three vectors, say Xj: « 1. There also must be points in S

near e2nif3 and e4*'/3, at which the density is at least one. Since B( 1, \/3/2),

B(e2ni'3, \/3/2),and B(eA7!i'3, y/1/2) have disjoint interiors, %fx(Si) is greater

than or approximately equal to

For large i, ^x(Si) > 6.06 > | - 2 - 2, which contradicts 8(S, 0) = \ . We
conclude that 8(S, x) must be 1 in a deleted neighborhood of 0.

By Corollary 3.7, in a deleted neighborhood of 0, S consists of Cla/2
curves with a uniform Holder constant. Since the tangent cone consists of three

rays meeting at 120°, at 0, S consists of three curves meeting at 120°.
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